directly observe all of cosmic history from its beginning until the present. [Hugh Ross: Why the Universe Is the Way It Is . Baker Publishing Group. Kindle Edition.]  People also wonder or grumble about the age of the universe. Now that astronomers have determined the universe's age to be 13.73 billion years, many scholars and laypeople ask why, if God's goal in creating the universe was to provide a home for humanity, he took so much time. They suggest that an all-powerful God would have set up everything all at once (or simultaneously). [For a well-known early example, see Augustine, The Literal Meaning of Genesis, trans. and annotated by John Hammond Taylor, bk. 4, and bk. 5, chap. 3, in vol who hasn't had the privilege of studying astrophysics may not realize that the universe must be as massive as it is or human life would not be possible-for at least two reasons. The first concerns the production of life-essential elements. The density of protons and neutrons in the universe relates to the cosmic mass, or mass density. That density determines how much hydrogen, the lightest of the elements, fuses into heavier elements during the first few minutes of cosmic existence. And the amount of heavier elements determines how much additional heavyelement production occurs later in the nuclear furnaces of stars. If the density of protons and neutrons were significantly lower (than enough to convert about 1 percent of the universe's mass into stars), then nuclear fusion would proceed less efficiently. As a result, the cosmos would never be capable of generating elements heavier than helium-elements like carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, sodium, and potassium, which are essential for any kind
of physical life. On the other hand, if the density of protons and neutrons were slightly higher (enough to convert significantly more than 1 percent of the mass of the universe into stars), nuclear fusion would be too productive. All the hydrogen in the universe would rapidly fuse into elements as heavy as, or heavier than, iron. Again, life-essential elements (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, etc.) hugely massive concerns its expansion rate. The rate at which the universe expands throughout cosmic history critically depends on its mass density. According to the law of gravity, the closer any two massive bodies are to one another, the more powerfully those bodies attract each other. Therefore, the closer various bits and pieces of mass are to one another in the universe, the more effectively they will slow down the universe's expansion. Conversely, the farther apart those bits and pieces are, the less "braking effect" gravity has on cosmic expansion. 38-40), a universe with less mass density would not form stars like the Sun and planets like Earth. Its expansion would be so rapid that gravity would not have opportunity to pull together the gas and dust to make such bodies. Yet if the cosmic mass density were any greater, gas and dust would condense so effectively under gravity's influence that all stars would be much larger than the Sun. Any planets such stars might hold in their orbit would be unsuitable for life because of the intensity of the stars' radiation and because of rapid changes in the stars' temperature, radiation, and luminosity-not to mention the radiation and gravitational disturbances caused by neighboring supergiant stars. With only a little extra mass, the universe would expand so slowly that all stars in the cosmos would rapidly become black holes and neutron stars.  Though often described in popular literature as an antigravity force, dark energy is not a force. A better, though still imperfect, analogy would be to describe it as the opposite of the effect you feel when stretching an elastic band. The more an elastic band is stretched, the more energy it gains to encourage its contraction. Thus, the more someone stretches the band with his fingers, the more he feels the tension that impels the band to contract. The surface of the universe acts the opposite way-it is like a gigantic elastic band that wants to expand outward. The more the cosmic surface stretches, the more energy the surface gains to propel even more stretching of the surface. Edition.]  Many more reasons than these mandate that 4.5 to 4.6 billion years was the necessary preparation period before Earth was ready to receive the human species and its global civilization. Adding the 4.5-4.6 billion years of planetary history to the 9.2 billion years of cosmic history (required to form a planet endowed with the heavy elements and long-lived radioactive isotopes needed by advanced life) yields a required total cosmic age of 13.7 to 13.8 billion years. Given the laws of physics that govern the cosmos, the universe was ready to serve as a home for human beings at the earliest imaginable date. ]  First, in a continuously expanding universe, the space surface of a young universe would be much smaller than when the universe is older. A smaller space surface means that all the light-emitting objects in the cosmosprimarily stars, the regions around black holes, and galaxies-are jammed tightly together. The light of nearby objects would have blinded observers from seeing the more distant objects. Only in a universe where stars and galaxies are sufficiently spread apart can an observer potentially see everything the universe contains. [Hugh Ross: Why the Universe Is the Way It Is (Kindle Locations 789-793). Baker Publishing Group. Kindle Edition.]  Second, these lights were much brighter in the past than they are today. The intensity of the light emitted by the cosmos is strongly tied to the rate of star formation. This rate reached a peak when the universe was about 5 to 6 billion years old. It took additional billions of years beyond that peak for the lights of the universe to dim sufficiently so as not to impair astronomers' viewing capacity. billion years, the smaller the fraction of cosmic history they could have observed. If humans had arrived significantly later upon the cosmic scene, the situation also would have been less than optimal. The accelerating expansion of the universe (due to the effect of dark energy) will eventually propel the cosmic origin event beyond the limits of viewing. At some point dark energy will expand the universe at speeds exceeding the velocity of light. Someday, the space surface along which light travels will be stretching that fast. (For an explanation of how that is possible, see "Exceeding the Light-Speed Limit," p. 56.) Dark energy implies that the later in cosmic history (after about 14 billion years from the beginning of the universe) humans arrive, the smaller the fraction of cosmic history they will be able to see. The galaxy's spiral arms plus giant stars, star clusters, dense molecular clouds, and young supernova remnants intersect large segments of the socalled habitable region. All these bodies either emit deadly radiation, unleash severe dust storms, and/or cause gravitational disturbances. Earth's solar system, at least for now, resides far from any of these perils (see figure 4 .2, p. 67). Even a planetary system in a rare safe zone won't likely stay safe for long. The spiral structure of a galaxy like the Milky Way rotates at a certain rate while stars (and their planets) within the galaxy revolve around the center at different rates, depending on their distance from the galactic core.
[Hugh Ross: Why the Universe Is the Way It Is (Kindle Locations 1000-1006). Baker Publishing Group. Kindle Edition.]  The solar system holds a special position in the Milky Way, close to (but not exactly at) the co-rotation distance-the one distance from the core where stars orbit the galaxy at the same rate as its spiral arm structure does. A star or planetary system located at the co-rotation distance and between two spiral arms would seemingly remain in that safe place. However, stars and planetary systems exactly at the co-rotation distance would experience a "mean motion resonance," repeated gravitational "kicks" exerted by the galactic arm structure. resides. Nearly all other galaxies in the universe reside within dense clusters of galaxies, with giant or supergiant galaxies as neighbors (see figure 4 .4). These giants and supergiants intermittently blast their whole neighborhood with deadly radiation. Also, their gravity and the gravity of the thousands of smaller galaxies associated with them significantly distort the structures of the galaxies they contain. Thus, advanced life is not possible for galaxies dwelling in typical galaxy clusters. [Hugh Ross: Why the Universe Is the Way It Is (Kindle Locations 1039-1043). Baker Publishing Group. Kindle Edition.]  The Milky Way Galaxy finds itself in a tiny cluster of galaxies without any giants or supergiants nearby and where the galaxies are widely dispersed. A typical galaxy cluster contains more than 10,000 closely packed galaxies. The Milky Way's cluster, called "the Local Group," contains only about forty galaxies-two medium-sized (Andromeda and the Milky Way) and the rest small or dwarf. [Hugh Ross: Why the Universe Is the Way It Is (Kindle Locations 1057-1060). Baker Publishing Group. Kindle Edition.]  Here the Goldilocks principle of being "just right" becomes even more obvious. The Local Group (see figure 4.5) is spread apart in such a way that the Milky Way's spiral structure remains largely undisturbed-an important requirement for the possibility of harboring advanced life. At the same time, the Local Group contains a sufficient number of the smaller dwarf galaxies to sustain the spiral structure of the Milky Way. (Star formation drives the spiral arm structure, and the infusion of gas and dust from dwarf galaxies ] keeps the star formation rate high enough.) Unless Earth's galaxy absorbs a smallish dwarf galaxy about once every half-billion to one billion years, its spiral structure will inevitably collapse. location. If this principle applies to the cosmic scene, Earth's location would be considered way beyond "prime." No amount of money could buy it. Earth appears to reside in the only neighborhood in the universe where humans can exist and thrive long enough to enjoy a global, high-tech civilization and to discover how rare they are. [Hugh Ross: Why the Universe Is the Way It Is (Kindle Locations 1078-1081). Baker Publishing Group. Kindle Edition.]  Dead organisms leave behind (in ancient strata) carbonaceous residues with a distinct ratio of carbon-13 compared to carbon-12 and of nitrogen-15 compared to nitrogen-14, a ratio that differs noticeably from the buildup of carbonaceous substances that arose chemically from inorganic compounds. Measurements of carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios in multiple ancient deposits show that none of the carbonaceous material in those deposits formed from prebiotic material. These findings imply that the quantity of Kindle Edition.]  Physicists have discovered at least one fundamental reason for the lack of prebiotics-the oxygen-ultraviolet paradox. If oxygen is present in the terrestrial environment, even in tiny amounts, it inhibits the production of prebiotics. However, without oxygen's presence, the Sun's ultraviolet radiation penetrates the environment, causing the destruction of prebiotic compounds. Both oxygen and ultraviolet radiation frustrate prebiotic chemistry. Thus, with or without oxygen in Earth's environment, prebiotic chemistry would have failed to produce biologically significant molecules. shows intelligent life could not have arrived on the cosmic scene any sooner than about 13.7 billion years after the cosmic origin event.  The rate at which decay proceeds in the universe is extremely high. That may seem bad, but it's not. If the rate of decay were any lower, galactic systems would trap radiation in such a manner that stars could not form. Starless galaxies would fill the universe. On the other hand, if the decay rate were slightly higher, no galactic systems would form at all. [The rate of decay, or entropy, is a measure of the degree to which energy in a closed system dissipates as heat, and thus ceases to be available to perform work. Specific entropy is the amount of entropy per proton. A familiar high-entropy system would be a candle flame. Its specific entropy = 2. A supernova explosion's specific entropy = 10,000,000. The universe as a whole is the most entropic system known. Its specific entropy exceeds 100,000, ]  The fact that these features, the known number of which continues to grow, all converge simultaneously at the moment human beings arrive on the planet defies realistic probability. One favorable time window's alignment with even one other window might be considered an astounding coincidence. But the lineup of so many independent time windows with the brief human moment on the cosmic calendar speaks powerfully of purpose. This conclusion is one component of what the scientific community has labeled the "anthropic principle"-the observation that the universe appears to have been engineered for the specific benefit of the human species. 
